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Dassault dies at
helicopter crash

MSCI
EAFE
INDEX

-0.62%▼

Olivier Dassault, a French politician, owner of the newspaper Le Figaro and scion of the Dassault aircraft-making
family, was killed in a helicopter crash on Sunday, a few
weeks after Greece wrapped up a €2.5 billion deal with
France to buy 18 Rafale fighter jets. Rafale aircraft is considered one of the world's most advanced fighter planes.

This Week: JAMA Viewpoint Covid-19 Beyond Tomorrow

Continued volatility keeps once
again investors
cautious
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Fears that inflation
might run out of control
riday brought

a choppy
Fend about
to what had

been an extremely
volatile week. The
S&P 500 and the
Kyriaki
Dow
Jones rose
Balkoudi
Editor sharply on Monday,
tumbled on Thursday, and fell on Friday morning before staging an afternoon
rally. Benchmark 10-year
yields stabilized after hitting
1.6% at one point, the highest
in 13 months, as U.S. jobs data
topped estimates. Nonfarm
employment increased by
379,000 in February, more
than double the amount that
most economists had expected. The bulk of the job
growth came in leisure and
hospitality but the market suffered from some rather severe
indigestion trying to work out
what exactly the jobs report
meant. The US remains far
from full employment, as a
sobering 9.5 million Americans are still out of work. Investors also paused to see what
J.Powell would announce and
the results of the OPEP+ summit. It will be interesting, next
week, which course the market
chooses to take.

SARS-CoV-2

a seasonal disease
"Strong political and public health leadership
… are critical elements. If either is seen to be
less than optimal, a manageable epidemic
could move toward catastrophe."
or about a year now, governments around the world
have been insisting on imposing catastrophic lockdowns
on the economy and the psychology of citizens, as they believe
that such a thing will "save" us
from the coronavirus. Nevertheless, the leading scientific journal
JAMA clearly writes that the
coronavirus is a seasonal virus
and that the cases fall in summer

F

and rise in winter. The magazine
also makes an extensive report
on vaccines and whether we will
get the so-called "herd immunity" and claims that it is not certain if such a thing will be
achieved. This essentially confirms that the reduction of cases
in summer months was not due
to the success of the lockdown,
but to the weather.
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STOXX 600 index
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of 600 components
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European countries.
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World Markets

WATCH

■ BOTSWANA: Bank of
Botswana Governor,
Moses Pelaelo, said the
central bank forecasts the
domestic economy to grow
by 8.8 percent this year.
Last year, Botswana’s output contracted by 6.4 percent in the twelve months
to September 2020.
▪ BRAZIL:Brazilian oil
production reached an average daily production of
2.87 million barrels in January this year, according to
data released by the Brazilian National Agency of Petroleum, Natural Gas and
Biofuels (ANP). The result
was 5.4% higher than the
December 2020production.
▪ S.ARABIA: More than
half of employees and employers in Saudi Arabia expect salaries to increase this
year, the Hays 2021 Saudi
Arabia Salary & Employment Report has found.
The survey also found both
of pay cuts and redundancies to be comparatively
lower in Saudi Arabia than
in other regions.
▪ SWITZERLAND: According to a report released
by Swiss National Bank,
foreign Exchange Reserves in Switzerland increased to CHF 914.19 bn
in February from CHF
896.15 billion in January.
▪ WORLD: Revenues for
the 12 largest investment
banks tracked in Coalition
Greenwich’s index rose to
$194 bn in 2020, the highest annual total in a decade.

GLOBAL
EQUITY FLOWS
$ 436 bn
In the past 16 weeks, $ 436
billion has been invested in
stocks - an all-time record.
The size of the bubble that
is created is obvious.

the WORLD
EGYPT - LAW

Backlash over law limiting
woman’s rights
draft Personal
Status Law, reportedly issued by
the Egyptian Cabinet,
was published by local
media on February 23
and has since sparked
widespread controversy
and backlash. About 50
women’s organisations
in Egypt have published
a statement laying out
basic principles regarding women’s legal
rights. The signatories
agreed that five basic
principles must be protected, including that
any amendment must
rely on the Egyptian

A

constitution and human
rights principles at its
core. It also called on
lawmakers to ensure the
law regarded women as
having full legal capacity, thereby giving them
equal rights and duties
within family law as
men. “We completely
reject this shocking
draft law. It takes us
back 200 years,” Nehad
Aboul Komsan, chairwoman of Egyptian
Centre for Women’s
Rights (ECWR), explained in a video statement last week. “In
Egypt, we have female

SENEGAL - SOCIAL

Violent
protests kill
one person
Protesters clashed with police in
Senegal on Friday as young people
took to the streets nationwide in
support of main opposition leader

ministers in all fields,
yet under this law, they
wouldn’t even have the
right to contract their
marriage, and would be
prevented by any man
from traveling even if
it’s a work requirement.” The bill was presented to parliament last
year, sparking wide debate and controversy
among members of parliament and the public.
Unable to reach a consensus, parliamentarians
agreed
in
September last year that
any further debate
would be postponed.

Ousmane Sonko, who was detained
Wednesday, AP reported.
One person was killed Thursday as
police clashed with protesters in
Bignona town, according to reports. In a statement on Thursday
evening, the government condemned the violence and said “the
instigators, perpetrators and accomplices will be sought and prosecuted in accordance with the law.“
Sonko, a 46-year old tax inspector
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who came third with 15% of the
vote in the 2019 presidential election denies the charges. He is also
accused of participation in a
banned demonstration.
While not immune to political unrest, it has been several years since
Senegal — one of West Africa's
most stable democracies — has
seen such a violent standoff between protesters and the authorities.

IRAQ -

Pope Francis
visits Baghdad
Pope Francis landed in Baghdad on Friday
in a historic first-ever Papal visit to Iraq.
PM Mustafa al-Kadhimi greeted him at
the airport, with a red carpet. In his opening address at the presidential palace, the
head of the world’s 1.3 billion Catholic
called for an end to “violence and extremism.” He also said he was very pleased to
come to Iraq, which he described as the
"cradle of civilisation". "May the clash of
arms be silenced... may there be an end to
acts of violence and extremism, factions
and intolerance!" the pontiff said. On Saturday the Pope met with Grand Ayatollah
Sayyid Ali Al-Husayni Al-Sistani, the
leader of Iraq's Shiites, who comprise
more than 60 percent of the population,
and is an influential figure throughout the
country. The Pope’s visit in Iraq went
going ahead despite a recent uptick in
rocket attacks on military bases and the
U.S. Embassy.

POLITICALCabinet lineup to
parliament
Libya’s prime minister-designate has submitted a proposed
government lineup to
parliament for approval. “In accordance
with the roadmap of
the political agreement, [Prime Minister Abdul Hamid
Dbeibah] handed over to the speaker
of elected parliament his proposals
for ministerial portfolios,” his office
said in a statement on Thursday. A
significant oil producer, the North
African country. Under the UN plan,
the prime minister has until March 19
to win approval for a cabinet.

Russia plans to
build naval base
The Russian warship, “Admiral Grigorovich” frigate, entered the Sudanese
port where Moscow plans to build a
naval base on the country’s Red Sea
coast, Russia's Interfax news agency
reported on Sunday. It was the first
Russian warship to enter Port Sudan,
Interfax said citing a statement by the
Russian fleet. The base will stand on
the northern outskirts of Port Sudan.
Russia will also gain the right to transport via Sudan's ports and airports
"weapons, ammunition and equipment" needed for the base to function.
The deal is slated to stand for 25 years.
Russia will also gain the right to transport via Sudan's ports and airports
"weapons, ammunition and equipment" needed for the base to function.

Crown Prince
cements control
Abu Dhabi’s Crown
Prince Mohammed
Bin Zayed, has cemented his control over
the emirate’s state energy company by becoming chairman of a
newly-established
board of directors.The crown prince
also appointed one of his sons, Khaled
bin Mohamed bin Zayed, as chairman
of a smaller six-member executive
board at Abu Dhabi National Oil Co.,
according to tweets on Sunday from
the emirate’s media office. United
Arab Emirates is the third-biggest
crude producer in OPEC.

the WORLD
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POLITICAL-

Texas and Mississippi ditch
masks mandates
T

exas officially rescinds its mask
mandate and reopens for business on March 10th and Mississippi set aside its Covid restrictions
on March 3rd. “I just announced
Texas is OPEN 100%. EVERYTHING,” Governors Greg Abbott of
Texas tweeted on March 2. Tate
Reeves of Mississippi followed saying he was "getting out of the business of telling people what they can
and cannot do" in lifting mask mandates in the state. "Starting tomorrow,
we are lifting all of our county mask
mandates and businesses will be able
to operate at full capacity without any
state-imposed rules." he tweeted. In
a speech championing Texas’ economic prowess, Abbott said that “too

LATAM - SOCIAL

More people pushed
into poverty
More than 20 million people were
pushed into poverty during 2020
across Latin America and the
Caribbean, according to the Eco-

many Texans were sidelined from
employment opportunities” while
businesses operated at reduced capacity because of coronavirus restrictions. A former state attorney general
for 12 years before ascending to the
governorship, Abbott has been a
statewide elected official in populous
Texas since 2002. Along with Iowa,
Montana and North Dakota, which
recently lifted their mask orders,
Texas and Mississippi are part of an
emerging trend of stateseasing
Covid-19 measures. Alabama and
Utah plan to do the same in April. As
of Thursday, 34 U.S. states, along
with the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico, still mandate that residents wear masks in public.

nomic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean.
Poverty as a whole rose to afflict
a total of 208 million people —
33.7% from 30.5% of the population — in a year when the overall
GDP collapsed by 7.7%.Extreme
poverty — those without the resources to cover basic food requirements — rose to encompass
78 million people, 12.5% of the
region's population, the U.N. eco-

BRAZIL-

C-Bank now
autonomous
On Feb.10 the Brazilian Chamber of
Deputies approved Draft Law No.
19/2019, which grants autonomy to the
Brazilian Central Bank (Banco Central do
Brasil). The law defines the period for the
mandates of the president and directors of
the Central Bank, which must not coincide
with that of the president of the Republic.
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro signed
into law on Feb. 25 the legislation that establishes the autonomy of the country’s
central bank to make sure it is free of political interference. The monetary authority
already had de facto autonomy to implement policies deemed necessary to achieve
its inflation-targeting goals, but the bank
president was technically a member of the
cabinet appointed by Brazil’s president.
The Brazilian GDP contracted 4.1% in
2020 amid disruptions caused by the
COVID-19. It is the country's third worst
economic performance after 1981.

nomic agency for the region announced this week. That's the
highest percentage in 20 years.
The report said that deteriorating
economic, health and education
conditions for households “could
forge a vicious cycle of poverty
and bad health conditions for wide
sectors of the population.” Unemployment rose 2.6 percentage
points to 10.7% by the end of the
year.

PARAGUAY -

PERU
sells debt
$

988 mln

Peru sold €825 million ($988 million)
worth of new 2033
euro-denominated
bonds on Thursday,
one day after raising
$4 billion in the US
dollar market, Latin
Finance reported citing a source familiar
with the terms of the
deal. The 12-year
notes priced at 99.734
to yield of 1.274%, or
115 basis points over
mid-swaps.
The
coupon is 1.25%, the
source said.

Anti-gov
protests continue
Paraguayans returned to the streets on Saturday to demand the resignation of President
Mario Abdo Benitez due to the government’s
handling of the coronavirus crisis, Telesur reported. "Let them all go", thousands of people in a march shouted according to
teleSUR's correspondent in Paraguay Ovaldo
Zayas. The country’s Minister of Technologies of Information and Communication,
Juan Manuel Brunetti, said on Saturday the
president asked “all the members of the cabinet to give up their positions”. Clashes broke
out on Friday evening between protesters
and police in Asuncion. Rioters hurled stones
at the officers, who in turn used rubber bullets and tear gas. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) on
Saturday expressed concerns over reports
that police used excessive force against people during the protests, while calling on the
authorities to investigate complaints of
human rights violations.

Stimulus package passed
The Senate passed over
the weekend President
Joe Biden’s $1.9 trillion
stimulus
package.
Economists have already factored the socalled American Rescue
Plan into their calculations for the year, with Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. seeing the unemployment rate tumbling to 4.2% by
year end. The Democratic-led House
now plans to vote on the Senate legislation Tuesday so that Biden can
sign it into law early in the week, according to House Majority Leader
Steny Hoyer. Republicans say the
plan is too costly. Some Democrats
have also voiced criticism of certain
provisions. The aid from the previous
package runs out on March 14.

No growth
without stability
The International Monetary Fund
said its executive board approved a
three-year, $1.79 billion Extended
Fund Facility Arrangement for Costa
Rica on Monday. IMF Country Focus
spoke with Costa Rica’s President,
Carlos Alvarado Quesada, who said
the Central American country's main
goal is to boost growth and improve
income distribution.“No growth and
poverty reduction without economic
stability.”The board’s approval allows
for an immediate disbursement of
about $296.5 million, the IMF said.

Morales’ party
strong regionally
Bolivia's former President Evo Morales on
Sunday assured the
Movement Towards
Socialism (MAS) became the party with
the highest vote in Bolivia's history during
the country's regional elections,
Telesur reported. According to preliminary results, MAS won seven out
of nine governorships. "We are proud
of our political movement, which has
been ratified as the largest organization in the country," the Indigenous
leader said in Cochabamba city. MAS
also holds a majority in both the Senate and Chamber of Deputies.

the WORLD
MYANMAR - MILITARY COUP

Thirty eight dead in
bloodiest day since coup
A

t least 38 people were killed
across
Myanmar
during
Wednesday’s protests, the
United Nations said with witnesses
saying security forces used live ammunition as well as rubber bullets and tear
gas to disperse the crowds, AFP reported.
“Today, it was the bloodiest day since
the coup happened on the first of February,” Christine Schraner Burgener,
the U.N. special envoy for Myanmar,
told reporters in a video call from
Switzerland. Figures by the Assistance
Association for Political Prisoners advocacy group showed nearly 1,800
people have been detained since the
coup. On Thursday, media reported
that about 500 have been freed in Yan-

INDIA - POLITICAL RIGHTS

Decline in
democracy
accelerates
Washington - based
Freedom
House, in its annual Freedom in the
World report, downgrades India
from "free" to "partially free". The
report cites the rise in mob violence

gon. In response to the violence in the
Asian country, the Biden administration added two conglomerates and
Myanmar's ministries of defense and
home affairs to a trade blacklist.
Australia on Sunday cut defence ties,
saying it would only deal with nongovernment groups in Myanmar.
China said it was prepared to engage
with "all parties" to ease the crisis and
was not taking sides.
Myanmar had been a democracy since
2011, after almost 50 years of military
rule. But on February 1, Myanmar's
military seized power in a coup by detaining Ms Suu Kyi and other key figures of her governing National League
for Democracy (NLD) Party.
The move sparked daily mass protests.
against Muslims, increased government interference in the judiciary, increased
intimidation
against
journalists and activists, and the government's heavy-handed approach toCOVID-19 lockdowns that left
millions of migrants stranded as the
main reasons for the downgrade. Despite the many losses for freedom
recorded by Freedom in the World
during 2020, people around the globe
remained committed to fighting for
their rights, and democracy continued

CHINA-

Astronauts
training
China said Thursday a cohort of astronauts
is training for four crewed missions this year
as the country works to complete its first permanent orbiting space station, AP reported.
The station’s core module, named Tianhe, or
Harmony of Heavens, could be launched as
soon as next month, according to the China
National Space Administration and foreign
observers. After Tianhe is launched, astronauts on the Shenzhou XII and XIII missions
and two cargo ships will be launched within
a few months to prepare the module for
docking with other parts of the station, Xinhua reported. The planned Chinese Space
Station will be roughly one-fifth the mass of
the International Space Station and about the
size of the decommissioned Russian Mir
space station. The Chinese station is expected to have a mass between 80 and 100
tonnes. Operations will be controlled from
the Beijing Aerospace Command and Control Center in China.

New deal
on copper
mine

Australia Stock Exchange-listed Rio
Tinto and Mongolia
have agreed to work
out a new arrangement to finance the
costly expansion of
the Oyu Tolgoi copper
mine. "Both sides
have agreed to work
on canceling the 2015
deal and building a
new one," S.Bayarsaikhan, one of the
government's negotiators, told Nikkei Asia.
The rising cost of the
Oyu Tolgoi mine’s
new underground
phase played a role in
bringing down both
Mongolia's previous
PM and Rio's last
CEO.

to demonstrate its remarkable resilience. A number of countries held
successful elections, independent
courts provided checks on executive
overreach, journalists in even the most
repressive environments investigated
government transgressions, and activists persisted in calling out undemocratic practices. “Our report concludes
that democracy today is beleaguered
but not defeated,” said Michael J.
Abramowitz, president of Freedom
House.

N.ZEALAND -

POLITICAL-

Premier
announces
growth target
China is aiming for an
economic growth rate
above 6% in 2021, Premier Li Keqiang announced on Friday at
the opening of this
year's National People's
Congress. "A target of
over 6% will enable all of us to
devote full energy to promoting reform,
innovation, and high-quality development," he said. "In setting this target,
we have taken into account the recovery of economic activity." The government has also pledged to create over
11 million new jobs in cities in 2021,
while the target for consumer price
index (CPI) growth is around 3%.
China's economy grew 2.3% in 2020.

Scandal embroils goverment
Attorney-General, House Leader and
Industrial Relations Minister Christian
Porter came forward as the minister
accused of raping a woman in 1988
who has since committed suicide, in
an anonymous letter sent to Prime
Minister Scott Morrison last week,
ABC Australia reported. Porter denies
the allegations and announced that he
will be taking a mental health leave.

“Do not stay
at home”

PM survives
conﬁdence vote

Three earthquakes all of magnitude 7 or
higher hit near New Zealand, on Friday, triggering tsunami warnings that have now been
stood down.
Thousands were evacuated from some
coastal areas of the North Island after the
third, 8.1-magnitude quake struck. Residents
in some areas received emergency alerts on
their phones urging them to "EVACUATE
NOW," as tsunami sirens rang out. The
emergency agency issued a temporary evacuation order for people near the coast, warning them, "Do not stay at home" as a
"damaging tsunami is possible." The US
tsunami warning system also said the quake
could cause waves reaching between 1m
(3ft) and 3m (10ft) in height in French Polynesia, and waves of up to 1m in Niue, New
Caledonia and the Solomon Islands. In 2011
a 6.3-magnitude quake hit the city of
Christchurch, killing 185 people and destroying much of the city centre.

Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan won
a vote of confidence
in the National Assembly, or parliament's lower house on
Saturday, amid boycotts from the opposition
Pakistan
Democratic
Movement. The 68-year-old cricketer-turned-politician volunteered to
seek parliament's confidence after
his ruling party's Finance Minister
Hafeez Sheikh lost a high-profile
Senate seat election earlier this
week. Khan secured 178 votes,
against the 172 required to win confidence, the speaker of the house
announced. He is the second Prime
Minister in the history of Pakistan
who went to the National Assembly
for a ''voluntary'' vote of confidence,
Geo TV said.

the WORLD
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POLITICAL -

Protests against
measures continue
T

housands turned out Saturday
for the latest protest in Vienna
against coronavirus restrictions, AFP reported. According to the Austrian
newspaper Krone, around 15,000 participants were counted. Protestors
voiced opposition to the restrictions still
in place, including the closure of restaurants and cafes as well as the tests
school pupils must take to attend in-person lessons. Demonstrators chanted slogans and held placards seeking the
resignation of Chancellor Sebastian
Kurz. "I want freedom, especially for
our children," a woman told CGTN.
Another man said: "I am ashamed for
our politicians." There were several
clashes between demonstrators, counter
protesters and the police, with law enforcement officials using tear gas to

GERMANY -LOW

AfD under surveillance
German intelligence agency
Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution
(BfV) formally has placed
oppositional party Alternative for Germany under surveillance, according to local

separate the activists on at least one occasion, local media reported. Since the
start of 2021, a growing number of
countries ( including Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Georgia, Greece,
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, the United Kingdom)
have seen such demonstrations, some
of which have turned violent, as citizens
chafe against the continuing restrictions
on normal life. Over the same period,
nearly 100 countries have imposed nationwide lockdowns or stay-at-home
orders, nearly one year since the World
Health Organization declared COVID19 a global pandemic.

media, accusing it of aiming
to subvert the constitution.
It is the first time that a major
political party has been
placed under surveillance
since the end of World War
II. The BfV refused to comment on media reports from
Der Spiegel magazine, the
DPA news agency and public broadcaster ARD.
The Interior Ministry, which
oversees the BfV, said it
would neither confirm nor
deny them. The AfD started

out as a party campaigning
against Germany'smembership of the euro as a currency
in 2013, before adopting
more of an anti-immigration
mantle.
It arrived as a significant
opposition force in the
Bundestag in 2017 by voters angry with Chancellor
Angela Merkel's decision
to welcome more than one
million migrants. Drought
Joblessness Hunger In
southern Ma

Most free Economies in EE
remained at a record high of
61.6 for the second year in a
row in The Heritage Foundation’s 2021 “Index of Economic Freedom”, despite the
uncertainty of Covid-19.
Singapore remained in the
top spot as the world’s mostfree economy, while the U.S.
recorded its worst score and
ranking ever. In emerging
Europe (EE), Estonia and
Georgia continue to lead the
way. The Baltic country
ranks eighth globally, four
places ahead of emerging
Europe’s next best performer, Georgia. The Index
finds a world economy that,
as a whole, continues to be
“moderately free” but cautions that the overall global

Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy
(pictured) was sentenced on Monday
(March 1) to three
years in jail for corruption, after being
found guilty of trying
to offer a job to a magistrate in return
for information about a criminal inquiry into his political party. He is
the second former president in modern
France, after Jacques Chirac, to be
convicted of corruption. Sarkozy will
appeal against the ruling, his lawyer
told BFM television. The 66-year-old
politician, will face another trial later
this month along with 13 other people
on charges of illegal financing of his
2012 presidential campaign.

Protests have also been held in other
parts of the world, including Canada,
New Zealand, Lebanon, and Israel.

ESTONIA/GEORGIA -

World economic freedom

Sarkozy sentenced to Prison

economic outlook remains
challenging. Among the 178
countries ranked, scores improved for 89 countries and
declined in 80, with nine remaining unchanged. “Regrettably, some of the policy
measures undertaken or
planned by governments
around the world in response
to the global health crisis run
the risk of undermining economic freedom and, thus,
long-term economic growth
and prosperity,” note Index
editors Amb. Terry Miller,
Anthony Kim and James
Roberts. “Policymakers cannot simply spend their way
back to prosperity after the
toll that public health responses have taken on local
economies. For a meaningful

economic recovery, economic freedom must not be
curtailed by extended government emergency powers.” Launched in 1995, the
Index evaluates countries in
four broad policy areas that
affect economic freedom:
rule of law;government size;
regulatory efficiency; and
open markets. There are 12
specific categories: property
rights, judicial effectiveness,
government integrity, tax
burden, government spending, fiscal health, business
freedom, labor freedom,
monetary freedom, trade
freedom, investment freedom, and financial freedom.
Scores in these categories are
averaged to create an overall
economic freedom score.

ITALY -

Factory to
Produce
Sputnik V
Russia has signed a
deal to produce its
Sputnik V coronavirus
vaccine in Italy, the first
contract in the European Union, the Italian
Russian Chamber of
Commerce announced
Tuesday.
Adienne Pharma &
Biotech SA has agreed
to manufacture the
Russian vaccine at the
Swiss firm’s production facility in the
Milan region, founder
and president Antonio
Francesco Di Naro told
Bloomberg. The agreement will need approval from Italian
regulators. Production
of a planned 10 million
doses this year is set to
launch in July. “The innovative production
process will help create
new jobs and allow
Italy to control the entire production of the compound,” the chamber said in a statement. Hungary last
month became the first
EU member to approve
the Russian vaccine.

PM open to
early elections
Armenian Prime Minister Nikol
Pashinyan said he would be ready to
hold snap parliamentary elections if
the opposition agreed to certain conditions, as thousands joined rival
street rallies in the capital Yerevan on
Monday. “If the parliamentary opposition agrees to early elections, we
will agree to early elections,” he told
the crowd.“Let’s go to the polls and
see whose resignation the people are
demanding,”

Fidesz pulls out
of EPP
Hungary's ruling party
Fidesz withdrew from
the conservative European Parliament bloc
European People's
Party (EPP), after the
EPP approved new internal rules. Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban
(pictured) announced the move in a
letter to EPP parliamentary group
leader Manfred Weber on March 3
that was posted on Twitter by one of
his ministers. Fidesz's membership
had been suspended since 2019 after
it accused then-European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker
and George Soros of conspiring to
"flood" Europe with migrants during
a national campaign.
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SARS-CoV-2
a seasonal
disease

A recent UK survey
conducted by the University of Bristol and
King’s College London
found that 36% of people now believe the
virus was created in a
lab, up from 25% back
in April.

Epidemiologist who eradicated smallpox
"Experience has shown
that communities faced
with epidemics or other
adverse events respond
best and with the least
anxiety when the normal social functioning
of the community is
least disrupted," Henderson and his colleagues wrote in a 2006 paper. "Strong
political and public health leadership …
are critical elements. If either is seen to
be less than optimal, a manageable epidemic could move toward catastrophe."

▪ Stefan Baral
Epidemiologist at Johns Hopkins School of Public Health

Kyriaki Balkoudi Editor

A

s the authors point out so far we

do not know about the immunity offered by vaccines, a large
portion of citizens will refuse to be
vaccinated, the vaccines that have
been made are not for children under
18, and we still do not have the necessary number of vaccines.“
The likelihood of achieving herd immunity against SARS-CoV-2 is low
simply because not all individuals in
the US are eligible to be vaccinated
and a quarter of eligible individuals
will likely decline to be immunized.
Moreover, the vaccines do not provide full immunity against infection..” Three key considerations will
make achieving herd immunity
against COVID-19 challenging.
First, vaccines will have a reduced effect on preventing infection from the
B.1.351 variant Moderna and Pfizer
vaccines have an overall effectiveness against symptomatic disease of
approximately 95% for wild-type

Read the full article here:
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2777343

variants, whereas adenovirus vector
vaccines, such as the Janssen/Johnson & Johnson vaccine, have effectiveness closer to 70%...Furthermore,
for the 3 vaccines tested against the
B.1.351 variant, Janssen, Novavax,
and AstraZeneca reported effectiveness estimates for symptomatic disease of 57%,3 49%,4 and a
statistically nonsignificant percentage, respectively. If the B.1.351 variant becomes dominant, a simple

JAMA Network Open
is a monthly open
access medical journal
published by the
American Medical
Association
calculation suggests that the aggregate effectiveness of vaccines for
preventing B.1.351 transmission in

the US could be only 50% .Second,
not enough individuals will receive
the vaccine. Because the vaccines are
currently not authorized for use in
children, only approximately 75% of
US individuals are eligible to be immunized..Third, there is concern
about the extent to which previous
infections from one variant protect
individuals from reinfection with
some new variants...” The world remains stuck in endless cycles of lockdown measures, its media still fixated
on paralysing debates about how serious the virus really is. And as time
goes by, fatigue and anger set in.
Sooner or later the truth will come
out. People cannot continue living
under fear, being kept as hostages in
2021. There will be turmoil with unknown and unpredictable consequences. Since the start of the year,
widescale anti-lockdown demonstrations have taken place in cities across
Europe, N.America and Middle East.

Baral told the British
Medical
Journal
(BMJ 2020; Issue
371: m 4263) that he
supported adaptive
interventions to protect at-risk people
rather than broad
lockdowns of entire populations.
Baral called for “resources before restrictions,” saying the current approach in the US is “good for rich
folk” who can isolate, work from
home, and have food delivered. He
said, “We’re asking people already on
the economic margins to absorb social
costs,” which is worsening already existing inequalities and suffering.

▪ Dr.Jay
Bhattacharya
Stanford medical professor
Doctors at Stanford
University are at the
forefront of a global
movement of health
experts who are criticizing lockdowns to
control COVID-19
and say schools and
businesses should reopen. Called
the Great Barrington Declaration
their statement of purpose is the
handiwork of three principal
drafters who include Stanford medical professor Dr. Jay Bhattacharya.
“As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists, we
have grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health
impacts of the prevailing COVID19 policies,” the declaration states.

ECONOMICS
MENA- GROWTH

ECONOMICS IN BRIEF

Economic recovery in 2021
will be modest
E

conomic activity in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) is forecast to recover modestly to
2.1% in 2021, reflecting the lasting damage from
Covid-19 and low oil prices, the World Bank said. By
2022, after two years of expected recovery, the bank estimates that output will still be 8% below what was projected
before the virus struck, with a larger impact on oil importers than exporters. Among oil exporters, growth is expected to recover to 1.8% this year, supported by
normalizing oil demand, the scheduled easing of the
OPEC+ oil production cuts, policy support, and the gradual
phasing out of domestic mobility restrictions. In Saudi Ara-

Unemployment
unexpectedlyclimbs

bia, activity is expected to get a boost from the restarting
of paused public capital investment projects put on hold.
Growth in oil importers is expected to rebound to 3.2% in
2021 as mobility restrictions are gradually eased and exports and domestic demand recover slowly. Risks are tilted
to the downside. However, a downturn in oil prices, excessive volatility, or an extension of the OPEC+ oil production
cuts could hinder growth in oil-exporting emerging market
and developing economies in the region. Oil importers
could also be affected by a downturn in oil prices through
lower remittances and a decline in foreign direct investment from oil exporting countries in the region.

MENA GDP FORECASTS 2021
ALGERIA
BAHRAIN
DJIBOUTI
EGYPT

3.8%
2.2%
7.1%
2.7%

IRAN
IRAQ
JORDAN
KUWAIT

1.5%
2.0%
1.8%
0.5%

LEBANON -13.2%
MOROCCO 4.0%
OMAN
0.5%
QATAR
3.0%

S.ARABIA
TUNISIA
UAE
W.B & GAZA

2.0%
5.8%
1.0%
2.3%

AUSTRALIA - INVESTMENT

Chinese investment activity plunges
ties between Australia
T rade
and China worsened in 2020,
hitting investment. Chinese investment in Australia fell by over 61%
last year, according to new data
from the Chinese Investment in
Australia Database (CHIIA) at The
Australian National University.
This follows a 47% drop in 2019,
and is the lowest number recorded
over the past six years. CHIIA
recorded just over 1 bn Australian
dollars ($775 million)

ECONOMIC
CALENDAR

T

he international economic calendar will deliver some key
data points/events that could move
the markets notably: Japan: GDP
Q4 - USA: EIA Short-Term Energy
Outlook, Core CPI, PPI- Canada:
Employment Change – Mexico:
CPI- Eurozone: The European Central Bank monetary policy decision.

MONDAY
GERMANY: Industrial Production
MoM Jan
JAPAN:GDP YoY & QoQ Q4
UK
BRC Retail Sales Monitor YoY Feb
AUSTRALIA :NAB Business Confidence Feb
SWITZERLAND:Unemployment
Rate n.s.a. Feb, Unemployment Rate

of investment in 2020, down from
$2.6 bn the year before.
That's also
down nearly 94% from a peak of
16.5 bn Australian dollars ($12.8
bn) in 2016. "It reflects the effects
of COVID but also more scrutiny
of foreign investment by the Australian government, particularly
that from China” Dr Shiro Armstrong, Director of the East Asian
Bureau of Economic Research
where CHIIA is based, said. In

2014-2020 almost every sector of
the Australian economy has seen
Chinese investment activity. But, in
2020 Chinese investment was limited to just real estate , mining and
manufacturing.
The United Nations reports that
total foreign investment to Australia fell by 46 per cent, whereas
foreign investment to Japan, China,
Indiaand some developed countries
such as Sweden and Spain rose.

s.a. Feb

Balance Feb
CANADA BoC Interest Rate Decision
UK RICS House Price Balance Feb
DENMARK CPI YoY Feb
ISRAEL GDP Annualized QoQ Q4

TUESDAY
FRANCE:Non-Farm Payrolls QoQ
Q4
GERMANY:Trade Balance Jan
SOUTH AFRICA:GDP Annualized
QoQ Q4
EUROZONE: GDP YoY & QoQ Q4
UKRAINE: CPI MoM Feb
USA: EIA Short-Term Energy Outlook, WASDE Report
NEW ZEALAND: Electronic Card
Retail Sales MoM Feb
AUSTRALIA:Westpac Consumer
Sentiment Mar
CHINA: CPI MoM & YoY Feb, PPI
YoY Feb
EXICO CPI MoM & YoY Feb

WEDNESDAY
USA Core CPI YoY & MoM Feb,
CPI MoM Feb, Federal Budget

THURSDAY
ARGENTINA
CPI MoM Feb
USA OPEC Monthly Report
BRAZIL: CPI MoM & YoY Feb,
Brazilian IPCA Inflation Index SA
MoM Feb
EUROZONE: Deposit Facility
Rate Mar, ECB Interest Rate Decision Mar
USA: JOLTs Job Openings Jan
NEW ZEALAND:Business NZ
PMI Feb
JAPAN BSI Large Manufacturing
Conditions Q1

GERMANY: Unemployment rose
in February, defying expectations for
a decline, mainly due to the return of
lockdown measures. The number of
unemployed grew by a seasonally
adjusted 9,000 persons from January
to 2.752 million, latest data from the
Federal Labor Agency showed.

Central bank maintains rate
BOTSWANA: The Bank of
Botswana (BoB) kept its bank rate at
3.75%, saying it expects the economy to operate below full capacity in
the short and medium-term and thus
not create any inflationary pressures
and a forecast rise in inflation this
year is partly due to transitory factors.

GDP expands 0.4% in
Q3 FY21
INDIA: After two consecutive quarters of contraction, India’s economy
expanded by 0.4% year-on-year in
the October-December quarter, according to data released from the National Statistics Office. Challenges
loom as millions of households and
small businesses may potentially be
cut off from the credit they need.

Outlook improved
to stable
EQUADOR: Moody's revised its
sovereign credit rating outlook for
Ecuador to stable from negative, citing the nation's restructured external
market debt position and its latest financing agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

FRIDAY
UK: Industrial Production MoM Jan,
Manufacturing Production MoM Jan,
Trade Balance Jan, Trade Balance
Non-EU Jan
GERMANY: CPI MoM Feb
EUROZONE: Industrial Production MoM Jan
SPAIN: CPI YoY Feb, Spanish
HICP YoY Feb
INDIA: CPI YoY Feb
BRAZIL: Retail Sales YoY &
MoM Jan
USA: Core PPI MoM Feb, PPI
MoM Feb, Michigan Consumer
Expectations Mar, Michigan Consumer Sentiment Mar
CANADA:Employment Change
Feb, Unemployment Rate Feb,
Wholesale Sales MoM Jan
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▪SCAN
Sh363m

Market Analysis

Stocks
remain
unsettled
African equities traded mixed as
the rapid rise in bond yields that
upset world equity markets in the
last week of February continued.
Ghana and the United Kingdom
signed a trade agreement worth
$1.6 billion on Wednesday, allowing duty-free and quota-free access
for Ghana to the UK market and
preferential tariff reductions for
UK exporters to the Ghanaian
market. Morocco and Namibia
have been removed from the European Union's list of tax havens
after successfully implementing
reforms to bring their tax systems
up to the EU's required standards.
Seychelles remains. Rwanda’s
economy is in a recession. That’s
why analysts are urging the government to take additional measures to spur growth in this East
African nation. In the Middle East,

stocks
a l s o
swung between gains and
losses but on Thursday, Dubai's
bourse led most of Gulf lower
ahead of an OPEC+ meet. The cartel and its allies surprised the markets by leaving production
unchanged amid heightened expectations of an announced hike
for April. In Lebanon, the President
said on Wednesday he asked the
central bank to investigate the
country's currency tumble. In
Saudi Arabia, S&P launches ratings for Saudi local currency debt
and the Jadwa REIT Saudi Fund
intends to seek regulatory approval
for real estate asset acquisition. In
UAE, the Emirate of Sharjah
launched a sell of $1.25 billion in
bonds and the Abu Dhabi Stock
Exchange introduced the 'Trade At
Last' session for trading securities
at their closing price. In Bahrain,
the Sovereign Wealth Fund discusses investment opportunities
with Israel's National Economic
Council.

AMERICAS

It was a difficult week on US
markets as the persistent rise in
global bond yields, continued to
unnerve investors. Federal Reserve (Fed) Chair Jerome Powell expressed concern about
disorderly bond markets, but the
fact that he failed to suggest
specific action disappointed.
Energy shares outperformed as
oil prices hit their highest levels
in over a year, after OPEP+ left
production quotas for April unchanged. In economic releases,
the US economy added 379,000
jobs last month. In Canada, the
S&P/TSX Composite Index
was higher after Statistics
Canada reported that GDP grew
by 2.3 per cent during the last
three months of 2020. Looking
ahead to January, Statistics
Canada said its early estimate
was for growth in the economy
of 0.5 per cent. In Latin Amer-

■ UAE
Dh29 bln
Dubai and Abu Dhabi
companies have been
generous on the dividend side despite many
of them facing steep
declines in revenue and
profitability during
2020. UAE's listed
companies have declared Dh29bin 2020
cash dividends to date,
according to Gulf
News. Banks lead the
way in investor payout.

▪SPACs
$ 78.2bn

Market Analysis

Pause button
pressed on

WPP Scangroup’s
(SCAN)shareholders
have lost Sh363 million in paper wealth
since Friday’s
(Feb.23) announcement of the suspension of its founder
and long-serving
chief executive
Bharat Thakrar.

i c a ,
stocks in
Brazil returned
about
4.7%. In Chile the IPSA Index
returned about 3.1%. During the
week, the Chilean lower chamber of the legislature put in motion a bill that would allow
pension participants to withdraw money from their pension
accounts. This is the third time
this happens since Covid-19
struck. On Wednesday, Fitch
Ratings said in a report that
Latin America's first-time issuers in the cross-border bond
market face rising debt costs as
local currencies depreciate, but
most of them are likely to withstand any short-term volatility.
Seven newissuers from four
countries – Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Mexico and Peru – have
raised around $4.6 billion in the
international bond market in recent months, taking advantage
of low interest rates to print
notes with maturities from five
to 10 years.

Last year, U.S.-listed
SPACs raised a total
of $78.2 billion
across 244 IPOs,
according to data
from Refinitiv.
They’ve already
raised more than
half of that just two
months into 2021.

▪ETFs
$ 10 mln
Investors in USbased Latin American focused equity
mutual and exchange
traded funds (ETFs)
took in a modest $10
million in net new
money for the week
ended March 3, according to Lipper, the
mutual fundtracking
service of data
provider Refinitiv.

NMB completes CCB
acquisition
National Microfinance
Bank Plc (NMB) has
completed the acquisition of all assets and liabilities of China Commercial
Bank (CCB), the central
bank of Tanzania (BoT)
announced on Thursday
(March 4) . “The depositors and other creditors
of China Commercial
Bank Limited will be
advised in
due course on how and
when to commence accessing banking services through NMB
Bank Plc,” BoT Governor Prof Florens Luoga
(pictured) said in Dar es
Salaam. The bank on
November 19, 2020 was
placed under administration in order to determine the best resolution
to its regulatory challenges. "As a result,
normal business operations of the bank were

suspended for a period
of 90 days to determine
the appropriate resolution option," he said.
Prof Luoga said the action taken by the BoT
was not insolvent, so
customers should not
start panicking as it is a
matter of protecting the
interests of customer
deposits from being
lost. The central Bank
of Tanzania (BoT) reiterates its commitment
to protect the interests
of depositors, creditors
and maintain the stability of the African country’s banking sector.

Market Moving News

A Robinhood IPO
imminent?
California-based stock
trading platform Robinhood has chosen the Nasdaq for its upcoming
initial public offering, although the company is yet
to officially file for the
listing, CNBC reported
on Friday citing sources
familiar with the plans.
Various sources have indicated that the popular
stock trade app behind the
recent standoff between
retail traders on Reddit
and hedge funds may be
aiming to list the IPO as
early as this month at a
value of around $20 billion. Robinhood, worth
over $11 billion, saw its
popularity soar in 2020
but found itself in the
middle of a firestorm in
January amid the short
squeeze in GameStop.
The government called
for Vlad Tenev (pictured),
co-founder and CEO of
Robinhood to testify be-

fore the US House of
Representatives Committee on Financial Services.
This is part of his statement:
“Robinhood opened up
the markets to millions of
retail investors. I want to
be clear at the outset: any
allegation that Robinhood
acted to help hedge funds
or other special interests
to the detriment of our
customers is absolutely
false and market-distorting rhetoric.” The app
added gained 3 million
users in January alone, according to estimates from
JMP Securities. Even bad
publicity can be good.

MARKETS REVIEW
EUROPE
Market Analysis

Higher but tax
hikes loom
Shares in Europe ended higher despite extended lockdowns in many
countries. PMIs across the region
rose and the euro area unemployment rate held steady but January’s
retails sales in the eurozone fell
back sharply, coming in well
below expectations and undermining hopes that consumer habits
were returning to normal. This
week, markets also reacted to the
UK's Budget 2021 including the
news of a large rise in tax on company profits (corporate taxes
would rise to 25% in 2023 from
19% currently) and a freeze of

many personal tax
allowances.
On 23rd March
2021 the government
will publish a range of tax-related
consultation papers which may
well set the tone for the future UK
tax landscape. Meanwhile, furlough payments are extended to
the end of September, with employees receiving 80% of salary
for hours not worked due to Covid19 during this time. "It's going to
take this country and the whole
world - a long time to recover from
this extraordinary economic situation. But we will recover."
Chancellor Rishi Sunak told MPs.
When, how and at what cost?

ASIA
Market Analysis

Another
volatile
week
Asian markets were mostly higher
after shaking off a brief retreat in
response to words of caution from
China’s banking and insurance regulators who signaled the need to
deleverage and avoid financial bubbles. However, Japan’s stock markets generated mixed returns for the
week, amid disappointing employment and capital spending data, an
extension of Tokyo’s Covid-19 state
of emergency and Comments from
the Governor of the Bank of Japan
(BoJ) were dovish. Chinese shares
fell in choppy trade ahead of the an-

nual National People’s Congress
(NPC) and as US long-term interest
rates rose and inflation expectations
spilled into the country’s stock market. On the economic front, China’s
official purchasing managers’ indexes for manufacturing and services
in February came in below expectations. India’s GDP growth was back
in positive territory in the third quarter of FY 2021. Global investment
bank Julius Baer upgraded India to
'overweight', and said it is looking for
9 percent GDP growth this year, followed by 7 percent next year. In Taiwan, February manufacturing PMI
climbed to a decade high of 60.4.

-3.39 %
Japan's Fast Retailing,
the operator of Uniqlo
clothing stores, share
pricegave up 3.39%
on Friday. However,
the apparel maker has
risen about 80% in
the past 12 months
and the price per
share broke the
100,000 yen
(S$1,255.40)
level on Tuesday
(Feb. 16), making it
the only listed company in Japan to
trade at such a value.

■ INR

Market Analysis

The Australian sharemarket had
its best performance in months on
Monday. It extended gains on
Tuesday from the previous session, with the investors' attention
mainly on the Reserve Bank of
Australia's (RBA) decision to
keep the interest rates as they
were. Stocks closed higher also on
Wednesday after official data
showed Australia's GDP rose
3.1% in Q4 2020. Material stocks

Data from the London Stock Exchange
Group (LSEG)
shows that there
were 11 initial public
offerings raising
£3.24bn in the year
to 24 February, best
start for 15 years.
LSEGTotal revenue
was up 3% to
£2,124 million in
2020 (2019: £2,056
million) and total income up 6% to
£2,444 million
(2019: £2,314 million).

■FRCOY

OCEANIA

All eyes on
GDP, RBA

■ LSEG
£3.24bn

led the
surge.
Meanwhile, the
services sector in
Australia continued to expand in
February. The ASX dropped
0.84% on Thursday, snapping a
three-day winning run and closed
down 0.7% on Friday. Gains in energy stocks were more than offset
by weakness among technology
stocks. In economic news, the
trade balance of goods and services hit a record $10.1bn in January after a surge in exports of iron
ore and coal.

-13.6 %
ASX-listed Ioneer
slumped 13.6% on
Friday. The lithiumboron producer
emerged from a 2-day
trading halt, which it
had requested pending the release of details regarding a
capital raise. Despite
Friday's falls, Ioneer
shares have gained
126% over the past
12 months

Market Moving News

Fix price raises $2bln
from LSE
Following its announcement on 1
March 2021 regarding
the start of the bookbuilding process as part
of its initial public offering of global depositary receipts representing ordinary shares
of the Company GDRs
on the London Stock
Exchange and Moscow
Exchange, Fix Price,
one of the leading variety value retailers globally and the largest in
Russia, on Friday announced the successful
pricing of its IPO. The
Offer Price has been set

at USD 9.75 per GDR.
The IPO was upsized
following strong investor demand to $2billion, giving the Russian
company a market capitalisation of $8.3billion. This means that
the Fix Price IPO becomes the largest Russian IPO on the London
Stock Exchange since
2007, the biggest IPO
in history by a Russian
retailer on any stock exchange; the second
biggest IPO ever by
any retailer on the London Stock Exchange,
according to Dealogic.

Market Moving News

Korea’s Naver tumbles 3.6%
Seoul stocks hit a onemonth low before ending off their worst
levels on Friday as investors watched bond
yields as well as technology stocks in the region. The benchmark
Kospi index fell as low
as 2,982.45 before regaining some ground
to end the session
down 17.23 points, or
0.6
percent,
at
3,026.26. Search engine giant Naver tumbled 3.6 percent, in
line with technology

stocks in Asia which
were mostly lower.
Those moves came
after the Nasdaq Composite fell 2.11% to
12,723.47 on Thursday
in the United States
turning negative for
2021.Pict: Naver CEO
Han Seong-sook

Market Moving News

MFB debut disappoints
New Zealand shares
ended lower on Friday
as rising bond yields
weighed on utilities. A
disappointing debut for
meal maker My Food
Bag (MFB) also dented
sentiment. MFB has
been hailed as the
biggest IPO to hit the
NZX in seven years, as
the company’s founders
and investors sold
shares to new investors
at $1.85 each, raising

$342 million and valuing the company at just
under $450m. The bulk
of the shares sold came
from Waterman Capital. MFB shares initially traded at $1.75
each, down 10 cents
on the issue price, but
slumped to $1.69 by
2pm. The company's
listing celebrations
were also scuppered
by the latest lockdown.

MARKETS DATA
AFRICA

Change: 0.84%

•Allan Gray Balan
FundA,0P0000IR1
Highest:116.996
Lowest: 115.463
Change: 2.899%
•Sanlam NamibiaActive FundA
0P0000JZKG
Highest: 11.098
Lowest: 11.069
Change: -0.070%

ASIA

AMERICAS
•American Funds
Capital Income
Builder ClassA
CAIBX
Highest: 64.83
Lowest: 64.08
Change: 1.39%
• DFAUS Large Cap
Value Portfolio Instit.
Class(DFLVX)
Highest: 41.98
Lowest: 40.96
Change: 3.55%
•Fidelity® 500 Index
Fund (FXAIX)
Highest: 135.56
Lowest: 130.96
Change: 0.84%
•Franklin Income
Fund ClassA1
(FKINX)
Highest: 2.38
Lowest: 2.35
Change: 1.28%
Metropolitan West
Total Return Bond
Fund ClassI
(MWTIX)
Highest: 10.96
Lowest: 10.88
Change: -0.64%
•Pimco Total Return
Fund Institutional
Class(PTTRX)
Highest: 10.36
Lowest: 10.28
Change: -0.87%
•Prudential Total Return Bond Fund class Z (PDBZX)
Highest: 14.59
Lowest: 14.45
Change: -0.96%
•Schwab S&p 500
Index FundSWPPX
Highest: 59.80
Lowest: 57.77
Change: 0.82%
•T.Rowe Price Blue
Chip Growth Fund
TRBCX
Highest: 170.89
Lowest:161.55
Change: -1.51%
•Vanguard 500 Index
FundAdmiral Shares
Highest: 360.94
Lowest: 348.69

•Templeton Global
Total Return Fund
A(mdis)sgd
(0P00009VE7)
Highest: 7.440
Lowest: 7.420
Change: 0.270%
•Jpmorgan Japan
(yen) (acc) -Jpy
(0P00001DU1)
Highest: 52,925.000
Lowest: 51,428.000
Change: -1.129%
•Nomura India Equity
(0P0000A072)
Highest: 28,915.000
Lowest: 27,182.000
Change: 2.133%

EUROPE
•Amundi 12 M I
(0P0000P0VQ)
Highest: 106,787.492
Lowest: 106,760.500
Change: 0.027%
•Dws Deutschland Lc
(0P00000CT1)
Highest: 251.010
Lowest: 246.820
Change: 1.348%
•Allianz Europe Equity Growth Ct Eur
0P00009QB4
Highest: 317.720
Lowest: 305.740
Change: -2.422%
•NN Euro Obligatie
FondsP 0P00000BA3
Highest: 36.400
Lowest: 36.180
Change: 0.498%

MIDDLE EAST
•Emirates Global
Sukuk Fund
(LP65135728)
Highest: 17.227
Lowest: 17.202
Change: -0.236%
•HsbcAmanah Saudi
Equity Fund
(0P0000I27T)
Highest: 32.53
Lowest: 32.53
Change: -0.49%

OCEANIA
•Amp Capital Enhanced Index Internt
Share (LP65021265)
Highest: 1.731
Lowest: 1.679
Change: -1.539%
•Magellan Global
Fund 0P00009H7Y
Highest: 2.444
Lowest: 2.392
Change: -1.132%
•AnzKiwisaver
Highest: 2.502
Lowest:2.483
Change: 0.947%

AFRICA

FOCUS
on

CE/SE
EUROPE
HUNGARY

75.78 %
Budapest
Stock Exchange (BSE)
benchmark
BUX Index
grew by a total
of 75.78% in
the past five
years.

BULGARIA

11.59%
The blue chips
index SOFIX
recorded an increase of
11.59% in
January.
During the
same period,
the number of
trades on the
Bulgaria Stock
Exchange increased by
44%.

ROMANIA

€ 1bln
The Ministry
of Finance
carries out,
between
March 1-19, a
new public
offer for the
sale of Fidelis
bonds on the
Bucharest
Stock ExchangeBVB,
following the
success of the
offers carried
out in 2020,
through
which it attracted RON
4.74bn (almost EUR
1bn).

1.COTE D'IVOIRE BRVM COMP 0.63%
2. EGYPT EGX30 -1.66%
3. KENYA NSE20 1.34%
4. MOROCCO MASI -0.07%
5. MAURITIUS SEMDEX -1.14%
6. NAMIBIA FTSE/NSX OI 6.1%
7. NIGERIA ASI -1.18%
8. SOUTHAFRICA JSE/TOP40 3.35%
9. TANZANIA DSE ASI -1.82%
10.TUNISIATUNINDEX 1.32%
11.UGANDA ASI 0.40%
12.ZAMBIA LSE ASI 0.54%
13.ZIMBABWE ZSE ASI N/A

ASIA/PACIFIC
1.AUSTRALIAASX 0.56%
2. BANGLADESH DSE BROAD 2.05%
3. CHINA SSE COMP -0.20%
4. CHINA SZSE COMP 0.21%
5. HONG KONG HIS 0.41%
6. INDIANIFTY50 2.81%
7. INDIASENSEX30 2.66%
8. INDONESIAIDX COMP 0.27%
9.JAPAN NIKKEI225 -0.35%
10. MALAYSIAKLCI 1.42%
11.N.ZEALAND NZX50 0.25%
12.PAKISTAN KSE100 -0.06%
13.PHILIPPINES PSEi COMP 1.27%
14.S.KOREA KOSPI 0.44%
15.TAIWAN TWII -0.62%
16.THAILAND SET 3.16%

AMERICAS
1.ARGENTINA: MERVAL -2.46%
2. BRAZIL: BOVESPA 4.70%
3. CANADA: TSX COMP 1.78%
4. CHILE: IPSA 3.07%
5. COLOMBIA: COLCAP -1.09%
6.JAMAICA:JSE COMP 0.30%
7. MEXICO: IPC 3.92%
8. PERU: S&P LIMAGENERAL 0.09%
9. VENEZUELA IBC 6.13%
10.USA: S&P 500 0.81%
11.USA: DJIA 1.82%
12.USA: NASDAQ -2.06%

EUROPE
1.AUSTRIAATX 2.36%
2. BELGIUM BEL20 0.19%
3. BULGARIASOFIX -0.36%
4. CROATIACROBEX -0.02%
5. CYPRUS CYMAIN 3.96%
6. CZECH REPUBLIC PX 0.94%

7. DENMARK OMXC20 -3.95%
8. ESTONIAOMX T 0.79%
9. FRANCE CAC40 1.39%
10. GERMANY DAX 0.97%
11. GREECE ATHEX AGD 4.12%
12. HUNGARY BUX -1.19%
13. ITALY FTSE MIB 0.51%
14. LITHUANIA OMX V 0.21%
15. NETHERLANDS AEX 0.40%
16. NORWAY OBX 3.19%
18. PORTUGAL PSI20 -0.64%
19. ROMANIA BET 2.92%
20. RUSSIA MOEX 2.02%
21. SLOVAKIA SAX 1.47%
22. SLOVENIA SBITOP 2.74%
23. SPAIN IBEX35 0.75%
24. SWEDEN OMXS30 1.92%
25.SWITZERLAND SMI 0.81%
26.UK FTSE100 2.27%
MIDDLE EAST

MIDDLE EAST
1.ABU DHABI ADX GEN. 1.15%
2.BAHRAIN ASI 0.60%
3.IRAQ ISX60 0.42%
4.IRAN TEDPIX N/A
5. ISRAEL TA35 -0.69%
6. LEBANON BLOM 01-05/03/21 2.74%
7.PALESTINE AL-QUDS -0.67%
8.OMAN MSM30 1.41%
9.QATAR QE GEN. -1.15%
10.S.ARABIA TASI 0.52%
11.TURKEYBIST100 01-05/03/21 4.80%
Note: Weekly change (%) 01-07/03/2021
for Africa, Americas, Asia-Pac,
Europe. 28/02-04/03/2021 for Middle
East unless stated otherwise.

1. CBOE VIX
2. CBOE VXD
3. CBOE VXN
4. DAX V1XI

31.90%
-8.80%
-6.37%
-6.23%

Note: CBOE VIX: S&P 500 index Options Volatility, VDX: DJIA Options
Volatility, VXN: NASDAQ Index Options
Volatility. Deutsche Borse DAX Index Options Volatility

CRYPTOCURRENCIES-INDICES
•BTC/USD, Bitcoin USD
Highest: 52,567.9
Lowest: 45,008.8
•ETH/USD-Ethereum USD
Highest: 1,653.04
Lowest: 1,411.55
•XRP/USD - Ripple USD
Highest: 0.49380
Lowest: 0.41226
•USDT/USD-Tether USD
Highest: 1.0030
Lowest: 0.9995
•BCH/USD-BitcoinCash
Highest: 555.53

Lowest: 457.38
•LTC/USD -Litecoin USD
Highest: 196.097
Lowest: 163.371
•EOS/USD - EOS USD
Highest: 4.0598
Lowest: 3.4495
• BNB/USD-Binance Coin
Highest: 264.4104
Lowest: 209.5074
• BCHSV/USD-Bitcoin
Cash SV USD
Highest: 194.22
Lowest: 175.59

• XLM/USD - Stellar USD
Highest: 0.43835
Lowest: 0.38603
• XTZ/USD -TEZOS USD
Highest: 3.99834
Lowest: 3.38439
•ADA/USD - CardanoUSD
Highest: 1.344067
Lowest: 1.068434
• XMR/USD - MoneroUSD
Highest: 232.346
Lowest: 202.938
•TRX/USD -Tron USD
Highest: 0.053330

MARKETS DATA
Weekly change (%)
01-05/03/2021

• SPDR S&P500
Highest: 390.92
Lowest: 371.88
Change: 0.86%
• SPDR DJIA
Highest: 316.92
Lowest: 305.68
Change: 1.87%
•Invesco QQQ
Trust
Highest: 324.28
Lowest: 297.68
Change: -1.74%
• Vanguard FTSE
Devel. Markets
Highest: 49.06
Lowest: 47.75
Change: 1.06%
•iShares China
Large-Cap
Highest: 50.50
Lowest: 47.95
Change: -0.45%
•iShares MSCI
Brazil Capped
Highest: 33.58
Lowest: 30.47
Change: 3.42%
•iShares MSCI
EAFE
Highest: 75.58
Lowest: 73.56
Change: 0.84%
•iShares MSCI
Eurozone
Highest: 45.76

Lowest: 44.40
Change: 0.42%
•iShares MSCI
Japan
Highest: 69.40
Lowest: 67.11
Change: -0.09%
•iShares MSCI
Emerging Markets ETF
Highest: 55.33
Lowest: 52.80
Change: 0.19%
• VanEck Vectors
Russia
Highest: 25.67
Lowest: 24.59
Change: 4.37%
•Alerian MLP
Highest: 32.04
Lowest: 28.94
Change: 11.35%
• U.S. Oil
Highest: 66.42
Lowest: 59.24
Change: 7.46%
•WisdomTree
India
Highest: 32.63
Lowest: 31.31
Change: 4.01%
• Pro Shares UltraPro Short
QQQ
Highest: 16.77
Lowest: 13.11
Change: 3.87%

PRIVATE EQUITY

New investor
for Hawksford
nternational corporate, private
client and fund services provider
Hawksford is embarking on its
next phase of accelerated growth,
having secured a new majority investor.
Star Capital Partnership LLP, a leading European fund manager, will
provide investment capital to drive
accelerated growth of the Hawksford

I

business. M&A will be an integral
part of STAR and Hawksford's
growth strategy, particularly where
geographical expansion enhances the
Company's quality, client focused
service offering.“Despite the global
challenges defining 2020 and 2021,
STAR identified Hawksford as an
attractive investment opportunity
”Hawksford Group Chief Executive
Michel van Leeuwen said. Commenting on the deal, Uniti Bhalla,
Managing Partner of STAR, stated:
“We believe that Hawksford is a
strong fit to STAR's investment strat-

Weekly change (%)
01-05/03/2021

• MSCI World
Small Cap
– 0.31%
• MSCI World
Large Cap
0.21%
• MSCI World
Gross 0.13%
• MSCI World
Energy 7.71%
• MSCI
ACWI
0.05%
• MSCI EM
0.00%
• MSCI FM
-0.65%

• MSCI BRIC
-8.54%
• MSCI PANEURO
– 0.10%
• MSCI AC
Asia Pacific
-0.28%
• MSCI Asia
ex Japan
-0.25%
• MSCI China
-1.47%
• MSCI Hong
Kong 0.30%
• MSCI South
Africa 4.54%

• MSCI EFM
Africa Ex SA
-1.61%
• MSCI
N. America
0.36%
• MSCI US
REIT -0.12%
•MSCI
Europe 0.84%
•MSCI
Europe Large
Cap 1.18%
•EM Europe
Middle East
0.67%

Weekly change (%)
01-05/03/2021

AFRICA
• USD/EGP Egyptian Pound
Highest: 15.7697
Lowest: 15.6200
• USD/ZAR
S.African Rand
Highest: 15.4415
Lowest: 14.8559
• USD/KES Kenya
Shilling
Highest: 109.850
Lowest: 109.550
• USD/NGN Nigerian Naira
Highest: 381.290
Lowest: 380.750

ASIA
• USD/JPY Japanese Yen
Highest: 108.64
Lowest: 103.36
• USD/CNY Chinese Yuan
Highest: 6.4992
Lowest: 6.4556
• USD/INR Indian
Rupee
Highest: 73.783

egy, with established operations in
key global locations, a stable, longterm client base and a platform ideally suited to support value
enhancing growth." STAR Capital is
a private equity firm focused on developing strategic asset-based businesses in Western Europe.
Established in 1999 and primarily investing in businesses with an enterprise value of between €50 million
and €1 billion, the firm's strategy is
focused on businesses characterised
by strategic qualities that provide
strong downside protection.

Lowest: 72.598
• USD/KRW Korean Won
Highest: 1,137.27
Lowest: 1,102.06
USD/HKD H.
Kong Dollar
Highest: 7.7657
Lowest: 7.7555

AMERICAS
• US Dollar Index
(DXY)
Highest: 92.225
Lowest: 90.635
• USD/CAD Canadian Dollar
Highest: 1.2740
Lowest: 1.2573
• USD/MXN Mexican Peso
Highest: 21.4227
Lowest: 20.5493
• USD/ARSArgentin. Peso
Highest: 90.3750
Lowest: 89.7335
• USD/BRLBrazilian Real
Highest: 5.7729
Lowest: 5.5438

EUROPE
EUR/USD
Highest: 1.2113
Lowest: 1.1894
• GBP/USD
Highest: 1.4017
Lowest: 1.3779
• EUR/CHF
Highest: 1.1156
Lowest: 1.0936
• USD/RUB
Highest: 74.9435
Lowest: 73.3588
• USD/PLN Polish
Zloty
Highest: 3.8633
Lowest :3.7299
•USD/RON
Romanian Leu
Highest: 4.1045
Lowest: 4.0257
• USD/MDL
Moldovan Leu
Highest: 17.6000
Lowest: 17.4438

MIDEAST
USD/TRY Turkish L
Highest: 7.5856
Lowest: 7.2181

• USD/SAR Saudi
Riyal
Highest: 3.7520
Lowest: 3.7503
• USD/AED UAE
Dirham
Highest: 3.6732
Lowest: 3.6728
USD/ILS Israeli
Shekel
Highest: 3.3335
Lowest: 3.2844

OCEANIA
•AUD/USDAU
Dollar
Highest: 0.7839
Lowest: 0.7623
•NZD/USD
N.Zealand Dollar
Highest: 0.7308
Lowest: 0.7100
• USD/FJD
US Dollar/Fiji Dol.
Highest: 2.0591
Lowest: 2.0059
USD/PGK
PapuaN.Guinean
Kina
Highest: 3.5627
Lowest: 3.4893

•Argentina*
Highest: 40.74
Lowest: 38.91
Change: 4.69%
•Australia
Highest: 1.871
Lowest: 1.628
Change: 6.234%
•Austria
Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.144
Change:
192.000%
•Belgium
Highest: 0.029
Lowest: -0.059
Change:76.923%
•Brazil
Highest: 8.785
Lowest: 7.500
Change:
13.800%
•Canada
Highest: 1.544
Lowest: 1.317
Change:
10.685%
•Chile
Highest: 3.250
Lowest: 3.180
Change: 0.619%
•China
Highest: 3.350
Lowest: 3.245
Change: -0.578%
•Colombia
Highest: 5.850
Lowest: 5.286
Change: 6.168%
•Cyprus
Highest: 0.467
Lowest: 0.420
Change: 12.424%

•France
Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.116
Change:
805.882%
•Germany
Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.361
Change:18.288%
•Greece
Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.361
Change:
18.288%
•India
Highest: 6.258
Lowest: 6.188
Change: 0.048%
•Indonesia
Highest: 6.706
Lowest: 6.569
Change: 0.409%
•Italy
Highest: 0.793
Lowest: 0.662
Change: -0.778%
•Japan
Highest: 0.156
Lowest: 0.066
Change: 35.714%
•Mexico
Highest: 6.310
Lowest: 6.070
Change: 0.968%
•Poland
Highest: 1.682
Lowest: 1.507
Change: -0.124%
•Romania
Highest: 3.610
Lowest: 3.190
Change: -6.287%
•Russia
Highest: 6.830

Lowest: 6.530
Change: -2.053%
•South Africa
Highest: 9.430
Lowest: 8.875
Change: 1.924%
•South Korea
Highest: 2.016
Lowest: 1.928
Change: 1.066%
•Spain
Highest: 0.424
Lowest: 0.323
Change: -2.184%
.Sri Lanka
Highest: 8.549
Lowest: 8.314
Change: -0.633%
•Switzerland
Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.295
Change: 2.030%
•Taiwan
Highest: 0.390
Lowest: 0.335
Change:
16.418%
•Turkey
Highest: 13.965
Lowest: 12.840
Change: 7.165%
Thailand
Highest: 1.820
Lowest: 1.620
Change: 9.091%
•UK
Highest: 0.799
Lowest: 0.681
Change: -8.627%
•USA
Highest: 1.625
Lowest: 1.383
Change:
13.042%
10-Year T-Note

* Argentina: 1-Y Bond Yield Other countries: 10-Year
Note: Week change yield (%)01-05/03/2021

LIVESTOCK

AGRICULT

INDUSTRIAL

METALS

ENERGY

COMMODITIES

BRENT CRUDE OIL
$69.62 /Bbl

GOLD
$1698 /t.oz

COAL
$ 81. 4/T

CORN
$ 5.64 /Bu

BEEF
BRL 19.33 /kg

►ENERGY

OPEC+
Surprises
traders
rude oil prices jumped on Thursday following the 14th OPEC
and non-OPEC ministerial meeting where members of the oil producer cartel and allied countries
agreed to leave most of their existing
oil production cuts in place, signaling
a tighter crude market in the months

C

CRUDE OIL WTI
$66.09 /Bbl

PLATINUM
$1129 /t.oz

LITHIUM
CNY 70.500 /T

WHEAT
$ 6.51 Bu

LIVE CATTLE
$119.05 /Lbs

NATURAL GAS
$2.699 /MMBtu

SILVER
$25.179 /t.oz

COPPER
$ 4.101 /Llb

SOYBEANS
$ 14.31 /Bu

FEEDER CATTLE
$134.6 /Lbs

OIL: Brent crude futures and
WTI crude oil prices surged on
Friday, hitting the highest levels
in over a year, following a
stronger-than-expected U.S. jobs
report and a decision by OPEC
and its allies not to increase supply in April.
GOLD: Prices booked a 9-month
low, as rising yields and a stronger
USD sent the bullion to the third
straight weekly loss. SILVER remained under pressure but expectations of increased industrial
demand limited further losses.
PLATINUM: Investors turned to
it as a cheap alternative to gold
COAL futures were trading
around $82 a tonne, a decline
of almost 8% from the winter
peak of $89 hit on Jan. 18.
LME copper futures started
the March month above $4.1
per pound. LITHIUM increased 51.61% since the beginning of 2021.
CORN increased 80 USd/BU
or 16.53% since the beginning of 2021. Chicago
WHEAT futures were recovered from a two-week low
buoyed by continued robust
demand from China. Chicago
SOYBEANS rose to highest
level since June 2014.
BEEF increased 1.19 BRL/Kg
or 6.56% since the beginning of
2021, LIVE CATTLE increased
4.03 USd/Lbs or 3.50% since
the beginning of 2021.
FEEDER CATTLE decreased
4.35 USd/Lbs or 3.13% since
the beginning of 2021.

[ RESEARCH- ANALYSIS-OPINION-FORECAST ]
ahead. Saudi Arabia will extend its
one million barrels per day voluntary
production cut into April, saying it is
in no hurry to bring back the supply.
The market was expecting quite a different outcome from the meeting and
the decision not to increase production quickly sent crude oil prices
higher. OPEC and its allies (OPEC+)
should keep its "powder dry," Saudi
Energy Minister Prince Abdulaziz bin
Salman claimed after the meeting,
adding that the world oil market improved from January.
Russia's
Deputy Prime Minister Alexander
Novak also asserted that the market is
"in a much better shape now," urging
OPEC+ member states to "maintain

full conformity" with the Declaration
of Cooperation.Under the deal, nonOPEC countries Russia and Kazakhstan will be allowed to increase
production by 130,000 and 20,000
barrels per day respectively. OPEC+
rescued the global oil industry from
an unprecedented slump last year by
slashing production when the coronavirus crisis pummeled demand. As
more economic activity returned
around the world, the group decided
to add back 500,000 barrels per day
in December. Saudi Arabia in January
voluntarily cut 1 million barrels per
day, supporting markets for crude oil.
The producer group’s next meeting is
scheduled for April one (1).

■ Saudi Energy Minister

Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman

TRADING VENUES
COMPANIES LISTINGS
JAMAICA-

First JSE private
market listings

signed to assist companies
in raising investor visibility and prepare them for a Main Market
listing.

PHILIPPINES-

The Jamaica Stock Exchange (JSE)
on Feb.18 welcomed its first two listings on its Private Market. Guardian
Group listed in total $7B in Fixed
Rate Unsecured Notes. Managing
Director of the JSE, Mrs. Marlene
Street Forrest stated: “This market
will provide investors with the opportunity to list bonds and equity securities that are in accordance with the
‘FSC Guidelines for Exempt Distribution’. Consistent with this requirement, issuers of securities in the
private market mustfirst be registered
with the FSC, in accordance with
these guidelines for securities to be
considered for Private Listing on the
JSE Private Market.”

DENMARK-

PSE Green-ligts
DDMPR IPO
The Philippine Stock Exchange
(PSE) approved the initial public offering (IPO) listing application of
DDMP REIT, Inc. (DDMPR). The
Company will only be the second
Real Estate Investment Trust
(REIT) to debut on the PSE.
DDMPR is set to offer up to 5.94
billion secondary common shares at
a price of up to Php2.25 per share.
The final offer price will be announced after the Company’s book
building process. DDMPR’s offer
period will run from March 10 to
16, 2021 and is tentatively scheduled to be listed on the main board
of the PSE on March 23, 2021.

QATAR-

Nasdaq Copenhagen welcomes
valuer

QLM shares get
listed

Valuer shares commenced trading on
Feb.22 on the Nasdaq First North
Premier Growth Market. Valuer belongs to the technology sector and is
the 11th company which will be admitted to trading on Nasdaq Nordic’s
markets in 2021.Valuer is a data-driven platform powered by advanced
AI algorithms that helps corporations,
accelerators, and venture funds with
the discovery of relevant innovative
technology, identifying new market
opportunities, and prioritizing strategic initiatives to fuel their business development. Nasdaq First North
Premier Growth Market is Nasdaq's
senior growth market segment de-

The shares of QLM were admitted to
trading in Qatar Stock Exchange
(QSE), bringing the number of companies listed on the market to fortyeight Qatari public shareholding
companies. QLM was established on
April 30, 2018 with an authorized
capital of QR 350 million, which is
100% paid in full. The Company’s
main objective is to carry out life and
medical insurance and reinsurance
activities under its license issued by
the Qatar Central Bank. The opening price on the first day of trading
was QR 3.30 and the closing price
was QR 3.90 with an increase percentage of 23.8%.

C-SUITE

Fincham joins
LSEG
Paul Fincham is joining London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG)
as GroupHead of
Communications. In
this newly created role,
he will lead the
Group’s global communications team reporting to Brigitte
Trafford (pictured), Chief Communications & Marketing Officer and
starts his position on 29 March 2021.
Fincham joins from Liberty Global,
where he held a number of senior
roles. With more than 25 years’ experience, he brings extensive experience
in leading communications, brand
marketing and corporate affairs strategies. He previously held senior leadership roles at Aviva, British Gas,
Halifax, Lloyds Banking Group and
Royal Mail.

Tilly present at
RJII conference
Chicago-based Cboe
Global Markets, Inc., a
market operator and
global trading solutions provider, announced that Ed Tilly,
Chairman, President
and Chief Executive
Officer(pictured),
Chris Isaacson, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer,
and Brian Schell, Executive Vice
President, Chief Financial Officer and
Treasurer, were present at the Raymond James Institutional Investor
Virtual Conference on March 2.The
webcast of the virtual presentation are
accessible at cboe.com.

Full Year Market Highlights

WEF
he World Federation of ExT
changes (WFE) published its
Full Year 2020 Market Highlights Report. The report offers the first opportunity to study the impact of the events
of 2020 on markets holistically and
looks across market capitalisation,
listed companies, IPOs, volumes and
value traded in multiple assets classes
including equities, derivatives futures,

options and ETFs. What is remarkable
is that markets remained open and
functioning, despite the exceptional
circumstances and even during the
worst days of the crisis. In addition,
after the peak in uncertainty observed
in March, markets quickly recovered.
By the end of July, most indicators
registered a quick reversal to the activity levels seen before Covid-19 reflect-

ing a strong confidence in the markets
and in their role in supporting the
economy. Markets managed to end the
year on a high note. Dr Pedro GurrolaPerez, Head of Research, the WFE
said: “At a time when many economic
indicators are struggling to overcome
the impact of the 2020 events, it is encouraging to see how swiftly market activity has recovered.”
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INSIGHTS

MIAX wins new
award
Miami International Securities Exchange (MIAX) announced that the
MIAX Exchange Group won the
Most Innovative Exchange Technology category at the Fund Intelligence
Operations and Services Awards
2021. This is the third consecutive
year that the MIAX Exchange Group
has won this category. This year's
other nominees were Cboe, KopenTech, LTSE, MEMX, and Nasdaq.

Increase of BSE
capital
In order to maintain the sustainable
development of the Baku Stock Exchange (BSE) the nominal value of
the BSE shares has been raised from
200 AZN to 800 AZN at the expense
of retained earnings, BSE said on
Feb.10. As a result of the increase in
the nominal value of the shares, the
value of the BSE's authorized capital
increased from 1,260,000 AZN to
5,040,000 AZN.

Investors satisﬁed
with BB
Bahrain Bourse (BB) announced the
results of its Investor Satisfaction
Survey, which was launched during
November – December 2020. Investors indicated an overall satisfaction with BHB’s products and
services level which scored ‘Good’
based on respondents evaluation. The
survey respondents which spanned
across a target of more than 3000 investors, resulted in the participation
of 71% of retail investors.

NSE teams up with
Reﬁnitiv
The Nairobi Securities Exchange
(NSE) has integrated its data for
its derivatives market with Refinitiv, one of the world’s largest
providers of financial markets
data and infrastructure. The integration went live on Monday
(Mar 1) and gives investors
across the globe a real-time view
of the market. The NSE trades
Safaricom, KCB, KenGen, Equity
Bank, BAT Kenya, EABL, Bamburi and the NSE 25 index on the
derivatives market, dubbed Next.

o

BUSINESS & MARKETS
GLOBAL INDUSTRY
CLASSIFICATION STANDARD

EUROPE - BUSINESS SURVEY

Business

Firms mostly
expect business
to worsen

T

he Association of German

Chambers of Industry and
Commerce (DIHK)revealed on
Friday (March 5) the majority of
the country's internationally active
companies expected global business
trends to worsen in 2021. The organization's survey showed only 17% of
firms believed the conditions would
improve throughout the year. The
DIHK noted the companies mostly
fear trade barriers, increased safety
checks, and tariffs. Separately, Eurostat
business and consumer surveys
showed that in February 2021, the
Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI)
picked up in both the EU (+1.9 points
to 93.1) and the euro area (+1.9 points
to 93.4) compared to January. The Employment Expectations Indicator (EEI)
also increased (+1.7 points to 91.9 in
the EU and +1.8 points to 90.9 in the
euro area). In the EU, the ESI’s increase in February was driven by im-

The DIHK forecast comes
shortly after Bundesbank
President Jens Weidman
predicted Germany's aggregate economic activity
would drop in the first
quarter of the year.

proving confidence in industry, serv- pared to January. The slight further deices and among consumers, while con- cline in retail trade confidence (-0.5)
fidence declined slightly in retail trade resulted from marked deteriorations of
and remained broadly unchanged in managers’ assessments of the past
construction. Amongst the largest EU business situation and the adequacy of
economies, the ESI rose markedly in the volume of stocks, only partially
Poland (+4.7), Italy (+4.4), Germany offset by a strong improvement con(+3.0) and, to a lesser extent, in France cerning the expected business situaConstruction
confidence
(+0.9). By contrast, sentiment wors- tion.
ened strongly in Spain (-3.2) and, more remained broadly unchanged (+0.3).
mildly so, in the Netherlands (-1.3).In- Financial services confidence (not industry confidence improved for the cluded in the ESI) dropped substanthird month in a row (+2.4),thanks to tially in February (-4.5). However,
positive developments in all its three while manager’s appraisals of past decomponents. Services confidence mand and the past business situation
picked up (+1.1), driven by managers’ worsened significantly, their demand
more positive assess ment of the past expectations improved markedly. The
increase in the Employment Expectabusiness situation and improved
tions Indicator (+1.7) was driven by
demand expectations,
upgraded employment plans in inwhile their assessdustry and services. Retail trade
ment of past demanagers’ employment plans
mand remained
of firms
remained broadly unchanged,
virtually
unwhile managers in
changed comsees im-

17%

Confidence
Economic sentiment and
employment expectations
picking up in the EU and
the euro area in February
2021 but there is room for
Eurostat
improvement.

INDUSTRY............. 2.4%
SERVICES............. 1.1%
CONSUMER........... 0.8%
RETAIL TRADE...... -0.5%
CONSTRUCTION.... 0.3%
FINANCIAL SERV...-4.5%
EMPLOYMENT EXP. 1.7%
the con struction sector expected employment in their firms to decrease
over the nextthree months. Consumers’ unemployment expectations,
which are not included in the headline
indicator, improved. Managers’ selling
price expectations firmed in retail
trade, construction and, very markedly
so, in industry, driven by manufacturers of intermediate goods. Selling price
expectations remained virtually unchanged in services.

provement
S.AFRICA-

MEXICO -

Liberty
increases
ownership
ohannesburg-based Liberty Holdings, a financial
services and property holding company and the largest
shareholder in Liberty Kenya,
plans toincrease its ownership in
Liberty Kenya from 57% to 73%
by acquiring 49.5 million ordinary shares of the listed insurer
from KFAMF Sellers and 34.7
million ordinary shares from
Coronation Sellers, Kenyan
WallStreet reported on Friday.
Liberty Holdings owns 309.33
million ordinary shares in Lib-

J

erty Kenya, equivalent to 57.7%
of the company.
By purchasing an additional
84.24 million shares, the South
African firm will increase its
ownership in Liberty Kenya
from 57.7% to 73.5%.
According to a public notice issued by Liberty holdings, the
company intends to purchase the
ordinary shares through a private
transaction. Liberty Holdings entered into a sale of shares agreement with KFAMF Sellers and
Coronation Sellers on March 4,
2021, and each of the sellers accepted Liberty’s offer to acquire
the ordinary shares at a cost of
KSh11 per share.
Liberty Holdings said that it does
not plan to acquire 100% ownership in Liberty Kenya and that

the stock will continue trading at
the Nairobi Securities Exchange
after the partial acquisition.
The deal is subject to regulatory
approval from all relevant authorities. Liberty Holdings was
founded in South Africa as the
Liberty Life Association of
Africa Ltd in 1957, by entrepreneur Sir Donald Gordon. Nearly
60 years later, and with a presence in 18 African countries, the
firm has grown from being a
South African life insurer to a
pan-African financial services
company, offering asset management, investment, insurance and
health products to 3.2 million
people across Africa. Liberty incurred a normalised operating
loss for 2020 of R1 599 million.
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Stori for the middle class
Consumer fintech Stori announced today that it
has raised $32.5 million Series B funding led by
Silicon Valley-based Lightspeed Venture Partners
with participation from existing investors Vision
Plus Capital, BAI Capital and Source Code Capital. The new financing will support the company's rapid growth as it is quickly becoming a
top credit card issuer in the country. This round
brings the company's total funding to $50 million
to date and brings together an investor set with
deep global consumer fintech experience. Currently, less than 15% of Mexico's adult population
have access to a credit card. In Mexico, credit
cards are concentrated with high-income customers, leaving out the massive middle- and
emerging middle-class populations. One big challenge is that most of those consumers do not have
a solid credit history yet.

World Markets Weekly is a print and online
business and finance publication, providing
an engaged and influential international audience with market data, news and insights.
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BUSINESS & MARKETS
WORLD - MEDIA & ADVERTISING

Expect the advertising
market to rebound
this year
wenty twenty was a “different” year in all respects.
Magna, one of the most
prominent world ad agencies, reveals that the globaln advertising
market place shrank by -4.2% to
$569 billion amidst the Covid-induced recession, but some markets
(US, China) proved more resilient
than initially feared, thanks to the
scale and resilience of digital media
formats (+8%). Ten key findings:
1.Media owners’ linear advertising
revenues (linear TV, linear radio,
print, OOH) decreased by an estimated -18% in 2020, down to $233
billion globally, due to the global
economic recession, in line with
MAGNA’s spring forecasts (-16%).
2.Digital advertising sales slowed
down but continued to grow through
the Covid crisis: +8% to reach $336
billion (59% of total advertising
transactions). 3.Total global advertising revenues (linear + digital)
shrank by $25 billion (-4.2%), down
to $569 billion – a milder decline
than expected in June (-7.2%).4.
Travel, automotive and restaurants
made the heaviest advertising
budget cuts while CPG/FMCG,
finance and technology remained
stable overall. 5.Sixty-six of the 70
markets analyzed by MAGNA
shrank this year. The world’s two
largestmarkets, US (-1.3%) and
China (+0.2%), were among the
most resilient, while other top mar-
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kets (Japan, UK, Germany, Canada,
Australia, Brazil) declined between
-4% and -8%. 6. The Latin America
region suffered the most (-11.3%),
followed by EMEA (-6.4%) and
APAC (-4.9%). 7. Looking at 2021,
a global rebound for marketing and
advertising activity is expected:
+7.6% to $612 billion (linear:
+3.5%, digital +10.4%, US +4.1%).
8.Despite economic recovery, global
linear advertising spend will remain
$42 billion smaller (15% smaller)
than the pre-Covid level of 2019.
9.The US market resilience (-1.3%
to $227 billion), despite one of the
most severe COVID toll, was
caused by the scale and organic
growth of digital ad formats (+10%),
while linear ad spend fell on par with
global average (-16%). 10. Record
levels of political advertising spending brought $6.1 billion in incremental advertising sales and
generated two percentage points of
extra market growth that benefitted
local TV ($3.6 billion) and, for the
first time, digital media ($1.5 billion).
The agency believes the return of
consumer mobility, major events
and economic recovery will prompt
most industry verticals to grow their
linear advertising budgets in 2021
but the long-term trajectory has
shifted even further towards a
digital-centric marketing environment for years to come.

Advertising Forecast 2021
APAC...................................11.1%
W.EUROPE.............................9.1%
AMEA....................................8.9%
LATAM.................................. 8.3%
WORLD..................................7.6%
SOURCE: Magna

TECHNOLOGY

CORPORATE
Cairo-EGYPT

Ikea continues
expansion in Egypt

✶STEFANINI

5
Stefanini, a global
provider of services
and IT solutions for
the business sector,
is opening an operational security centre
in Bucharest that will
cover the needs of the
company's customers
from the entire EMEA
(Europe, Middle East,
Africa) region. In the
next three years, Stefanini aims to increase
the company's turnover
to €5 million. (Picture:
Farlei Kothe, CEO Stefanini EMEA)

✶ BYTEDANCE

25
TikTok owne ByteDance is pouring
money into QCraft as
part of its latest investment round, which
could net the car company least $25 million.

✶ JUMIA

20
Jumia Technologies
AG is expanding its
footprint in Egypt via
food online delivery.
Food makes up 20%
of overall transactions
on the platform and
food delivery “is increasingly important
to us”, Sacha
Poignonnec, co-CEO
of Jumia, commented.

Reach your
audience with
World Markets Weekly

Swedish home furnishing brand IKEA, in collaboration with Al-Futtaim Group company Marakez,
opened its second store in Egypt at Mall of Arabia, according to the company’s recent statement. Spanned
over an area of 19,500 square meters, the two-storey
branch is expected to receive more than three million
visitors in 2021.The store targets residents of West
Cairo and its surrounding areas. The new store provides digital solutions for its storage systems, which
guide customers by displaying information about the
available range of products and the desired designs,
thus enriching their shopping experience.

Seattle, USA -

Amazon opens supermarket with no
cashiers
E-commerce gaint Amazon
opened its first Go Grocery doors
in Seattle’s Capitol Hill neighborhood, welcoming shoppers to
walk in, grab what they need and
walk out without ever having to
interact with a cashier. The new
10,000-square-foot store, which is
the first of its kind in the US, highlights Amazon’s unsated appetite
for gobbling up market share in the $900 billion US
grocery industry, even after spending nearly $14 billion in 2017 to acquire Whole Foods . Dilip Kumar
(pictured), the vice president of Amazon Go, told the
Wall Street Journal it currently has no plans to put
cashierless tech into Whole Foods stores yet.

Sao Paulo, BRAZIL -

Natura & Co outperforms global CFT
Natura &Co recorded another quarter of revenue and
profit growth in the fourth quarter, again significantly
outperforming the global Cosmetics, Fragrance, and
Toiletries market, driven by a continued ramp-up in
digital sales across all brands. Consolidated net revenue in Q4 stood at R$12 billion, up 24.3% in Brazilian Reais and 6.4% at constant currency, driven by
sales growth in BRL by all four of the Group's iconic
brands. Adjusted EBITDA was up by 12.3% to R$1.5
billion, with margin of 12.4%. Net income rose
200.7% to R$177.4 million. Founded in 1969, Natura
is a Brazilian multinational purpose-driven, multichannel and multi-brand cosmetics group.

World Markets Weekly is a print and online
business and finance publication, providing
an engaged and influential international audience with market data, news and insights.

FINANCE
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

New risk
transfer operational solution
RBC
selects
FactSet
FactSet, a provider of computer-based financial data and
analysis for financial professionals, announced that it has
been selected as the primary
market data and technology
provider for the Royal Bank of
Canada’s (RBC) entire wealth
management organization.
FactSet will virtually deploy a
range of web and digital solutions to over 8,000 RBC wealth
management professionals,
starting with those in Canada
and the United States, in early
2021. “High net worth individuals and retail investors are demanding more sophisticated
data and technology to support
how they manage their portfolios,” said Goran Skoko, FactSet Executive Vice President,
Wealth Management Solutions.
Goran Skoko
Executive VP, Wealth Management Solutions, FactSet.

witzerland-based Eurapco, a strategic alliance of eight primarily mutual European insurers, and B3i Services AG, a global
industry-led blockchain initiative, have announced the launch of Eurapco Unity, the first
global operational solution on blockchain infrastructure, enabling the transfer of facultative risks
within a network of companies. Blockchain has
been long touted as a revolutionary technology
with the potential to transform the insurance
ecosystem by automating processes, increasing
efficiency, security, data accuracy, fraud detection, and reducing costs. Following in-depth
market and technological research, Eurapco selected Marine insurance and reinsurance as
areas where blockchain can bring concrete benefits by increasing transparency and security,
while significantly reducing administrative effort. In December, Eurapco, together with its
Partners, Achmea, La Mobilière, Reale Group
and B3i, delivered the MVP version of Eurapco
Unity, enabling the transfer of facultative risks
in a network of companies in the Marine Insurance. The Eurapco Partners combined insure
43 million Europeans, employ over 63 thousand
individuals and a combined annual Gross Written Premiums (GWP) of €58.1 billion. B3i, founded in October
2016, is a global initiative
owned by 21 major insurers from 5 continents €
bn
and a diverse commuGross Written
nity currently comprisPremiums
ing over 40 companies.
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ALTERNATIVE - INVESTMENTS

Jamaica’s RE
remains resilient
Investments in the housing sector in Jamaica have
remained buoyant and resilient, despite a struggling economy caused by the Covid-19 crisis.“Investments in the sector have been resilient and
reliable for many owners, as properties continue

▪DAVE GRANLUND-PORTRAIT

Born in Ware, Massachusetts, USA in 1949,
Dave Granlund spent his early years on a rural
farm. Both parents were good at sketching and
his father was also good at woodcarving. For
family entertainment, Granlund began drawing
cartoons of his world on dairy farm in the 50s,
and in the 1960s for his school newspaper and
yearbook. At the age of 16, he freelanced with
the local Ware River News (weekly) and has

Digital loans
on the rise
Emergency fund requirement
like Medical Expenses and
Credit Refinancing topped the
chart for reasons why millennials availed digital loans in
2020, as many lost jobs or
employers cut their salaries.
There was also a surge in loan
demand for home renovation
post the lockdown, according
to a report by CASHe, India’s
leading digital lending company for young salaried professionals.

Millennial
Loan-onomics
The 2020 report analyzed
data of an active pool of over
400,000 loan applications received from customers outlining multiple data points
and key insights showcasing
the typical consumption patterns, buying behavior and
borrowing habits of millennials across India. Those between 30 and 40 years
accounted for about 51% of
the loans taken.
The survey also reveals that
only 10% of borrowers are
female. Among cities, most
applications were from Bengaluru, followed by Hyderabad, Chennai, Mumbai.

to hold their value and have even increased in
worth, despite the climate,
” Petal James, Chief of Branches at JN Bank, the
country’s largest private mortgage provider, said
at the annual general meeting of the Realtors Association of Jamaica (RAJ). “And, while some
levelling off has been predicted, prices are not expected to decline.
” Foreign investors dominate the high-end real estate (RE) market in Jamaica. Since the country has
no restrictions on foreign ownership of property,
it’s easy to purchase a home on the Caribbean is-

been published in daily newspapers and magazines since 1977. His work has appeared in the
likes of the New York Times, USA Today,
Chicago Tribune, The Week, Politico, Christian
Science Monitor, GateHouse Media, Cape Cod
Times, Newsday, Pioneer Press and magazines
such as Newsweek, Saltwater Sportsman and
Scholastic Magazine. Granlund’s newspaper
honors include awards from UPI, Associated
Press, New England Press Association, International Association of Business Communicators,
Bronze Quill Award IABC, Massachusetts Press
Association and New England Press Award.
His work has been entered numerous times for
the Pulitzer Prize.

BOOKS

Food for thought

▪ The Armchair
Economist
In “The Armchair
Economist: Economics and Everyday Life”, Steven
E.Landsburg, a
member of the socalled “Chicago
school” of economics, argues that
economics can be boiled down to four
words: people respond to incentives.
The book gives readers a layman's introduction to economics through incentives and their implications, good
and bad, and how all aspects of our life
are influenced by them.

▪Plunder and
Blunder

Plunder and Blunder: The Rise and
Fall of the Bubble
Econom by economist Dean Baker
offers a look at the
causes of the
housing bubble
that precipitated
the 2001 and 2007 market crashes.
Baker analyzes the causes and effects
of the crash and argues that policy
makers and the media cheerfully
neglected those economists who did
predict the economic disaster.

land, and many foreigners are taking advantage
of it. In recent years Jamaica has benefited from
large-scale investments in infrastructure, tourism
and real estate related projects which have further
enhanced the island’s appeal to investors.
Last but certainly not least, the island also has one
of the region’s largest and most diverse economies
with one of the world’s best-performing stock
markets.
Jamaica’s economy contracted by a record 8.6%
in 2020, following y-o-y expansions of 0.9% in
2019, 1.9% in 2018.

